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ABSTRACT

This study is being performed to examine the relationship between time dependent degradation, and current
industry practices in the areas of -maintenance, surveillance, and operation of steam turbine drives for safety related
pumps. These pumps are located in the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) system for pressurized water reactor (PWRi
plants, and the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIQ and High Pressure Coolant Injection fHPCT) systems for
Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) facilities. This research has been conducted by examining current information in
the Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System (NPRDS), reviewing Licensee Event Reports, thoroughly investigating
contacts with operating plant personnel, and by personal observation. This information was reviewed to determine
the cause of each reported event and the method of discovery. From this data attempts liave been made at
determining the predictability of events and possible preventive measures that may be implemented.

Findings from a recent study on the Auxiliary Feedwater System- indicate that the turbine dnve is the
smgie largest contributor to AFW" system degradation. This is evidenced in the loss of feedwater event at the Davis
Besse Nuclear Plant in 1985. However, examination of the data show that the turbine itself is a reliable piece of
equipment with a good service record. Most of the documented failures are the result of problems with the turbine
controls and the mechanical overspeed tnp mechanism, which apparently stem from three major causes:

I. Originally designed as a continuous dnve mechanism, with a slow start-up sequence, the
turbines are now used in stand-by service with normal start-up in approximately 30 seconds.
The turbines are normally run once a month during pump in-service testing. The data indicate
that this lack of continuous operation can actually be a major contributor to turbine degradation.
Moisture trapped insade the steam supply piping and controls can cause damaging corrosion to
the governor and the governor valve.

2. [Maintenance enhancements have, in some cases, been poorly implemented, resulting in
corrective maintenance instead of preventive/predictive maintenance.

3. Design changes by the manufacturer have been implemented with varying degrees of success
because of the change in service from the original design.

Recent improvements in maintenance practices and procedures, combined with a stabilization of fhe design «.eerfl
to indicate that this equipment can be a reliable component in safety systems.

•Research sponsored by the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research. U .S . Nuclear Regulatory Commission under
Interagency Agreement DOE 1886-8O82-SB with the U. S. Department of Energy under contract No. DE-AC05-
84OR21400 with the Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.



1.0 latrodnsctJoo

Steam turbine dnves for safety-related pumps are used at most of the commercial nuciear power plants us the United
States. Turbine driven pumps are used in Pressunzed Water Reactors (PWRs) m the Auxiliary Feedwater i AFWi
system to supplement the inocor dnven pumps. Turbine driven pumps are also used at Boiling Water Reactor
(BWR) sites. For BWRs they are located in the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIO system, and the High
Pressure Coolant Injection system. When off-site power is lost these pumps may provide the only means for
pumping emergency cooling water to the Emergency Core Cooimg systems.

The June 9, 1985 loss of feedwater event at Davis Besse is a good example of the problems that can occur when
there is an undesired trip of the pump turbine. In contrast, on January 30,19S9 the turbine at Rancho Seco failed
to trip during an overspeed condition. The failure of the overspeed trip mechanism resulted in an overpressunzanom
of the pump discharge piping by i 200 pounds per square inch. These events are indicative of the statement that
"review of the failure daca indicated that a few types of AFW system components were responsible for a large
fraction of system degradation. "1 Due to these events, and others like them, more attention is being paid to the
reliability of steam driven turbines.

The turbine dnves were originally designed as commercial equipment, driving equipment at petroleum, chemical,
and fossil power plants. In commercial applications the turbines were started s'owiy. and run continuously- When
run in this manner the turbines have operated reliably. For nuciear service, however, the turbines are used in a
standby capacjty, and are operated most often dunng surveillance testing. Rapid starting of the turbine, combined
with the rapid acceleration capability of the turbine can cause the turbine to trip on overspeed dunas startup. Long
idle periods may contribute to increased turbine degradation.

The information for this paper has been gathered from failure database searches [the Nuclear Plant Reliability
Database System (NPRDS) & Licensee Event Reports CLERs)', visits to operating facilities, visits to manufacturer
facilities, and numerous discussions with vendors and industry contacts.

For this report the turbine system will be discussed as six component areas (ref fig I):

• Steam Admission Valve • Tno/Throttie Valve

• Governor/Governor Controls • Governor Valve

• Turbine • Overspeed Tnp Mechanism

2.0 Configuration) of the tun-bine

Steam Admission Valve: The Steam Admission Vaive isolates the turbine system from the steam supply. This valve
opens on a turbine start signal, if the tnp/ throttle valve is normally closed, to start the tw/bine.

Trip Throttle Valve: "The primary function of the tnp and throttle valve is to va^-'dly shut off the flow of inlet steam
to Lhe turbine upon actuation of the overspeed tnp."- The tnp and throttle valve also aiay be used to start the
turbine if the steam admission valve is normally open.

Governor: The governor maintains the turbine speed such that the purnp flow remains constant. Et provides a
positioning signal to the servo mechanism that manipulates the governor valve linkage. The governor mav be either
a mechanical/hydraulic unit with it's own control oil. or an analog ele=;tnc."hydraulic unit that draws control oil from
the turbine lubricating oil sump.



Figimre 1 Basic Tuurbiroe

Governor Valve: The governor valve regulates the amount of steam entering the turbine, which controls turbine
speed.

Turbine: The turbine is the actual driver for the safety-related pump. It is a sohd wheel design, capabie of rapid
starts and operation with a wide range of steam quality.

Overspeed Tnp Mechanism: The mechanical overspeed tnp mechanism actuates when the turbine exceeds a
predetermined speed to close the tnp and throttle valve, and thus stop steam flow to the turbine.

3.0 Review of * ailiuire Data

The failure databases noted alvove were reviewed and the following parameters were extracted.

Method of discovery: This field determines how the failure was discovered from a list of six possibJe options.

• Demand Failures: These are failures that occur when the system is called upon to function in a non-test
situation.

• Testing: Testing failures occurred dunng surveillance, post maintenance testing, or periodic operability testing.
Also included are instances where the turbine may not have failed to operate, but has been declared inoperable
due to unacceptable oil samples.
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Fig-siiire 2 - Reported demand failures per year

• Inspection: This category includes both In-Service Inspection and any special inspection performed on the
turbine.

• Maintenance: Any item discovered during preventive or corrective maintenance.

• Routine/Incidental Observation: Those items that are observed as part of an individuals normal job. This
includes operators, system engineers, cr any other person who periodically examines the turbine for visible
degradation or breakage.

• Audiovisual Alarm: Failures that were discovered by an alarm in the control room. For these items the alarm
initiated before any other method of detection.

Examinaiiion of the databases actually shows that of the 447 failures reported between 1984 and 1990. most have
been found as a result of testing (52.8%). followed by demand failures (21.5%). Routine/Incidental Observation
(11.6%). Inspection (7.4%), Maintenance (3.?%), and Audiovisual Alarms <2.9S5\

The amount of failures discovered during operationaJ demand are significant because of the small amount of time
the turbines are actually operated on demand. The number of demand failures at first seems unreasonably high.



However, an examination of these failures by the year in which they occurred indicates a dramatic decrease in the
number of demand failures per year in the time period between 1985 and 1990 (see Fig. 2i. This decrease in
demand failures also indicates an increase in turbine rehabtlity.

The data also indicates that a majority of the problems (72 ̂  i found can be traced to the components responsible
for speed control. Taese components include the governor, governor valve and the mechanical overspeed tnp
mechanism. Therefore, the balance of this document will concentrate on the failures associated with these
component groups.

Mechanical Overspeed Tnp Mechanism: The mechanical overspeed tnp mechanism is comprised of the actual :np
assembly and a linkage which connects a to the tnp and throttle valve. The linkage is spring loaded, actuating when
the tnp assembly is triggered. The three maan modes of failure for this assembly are:

(a) maladjustment of the tnp pm
(b) breakage/binding of the tnp tappet
(c) improper tension adjustment of the linkage spnsg

The tnp pin is normally mounted on the turbine shaft. It moves radially outward, striking the tnp tappet when the
turbine shaft speed exceeds a preset value. Maladjustment of the tnp pin will either prevent it from striking the
tappet head, prevent it from sinking the tappet head hard enough to tnp the mechanism, or cause the tnp pin to
strike the tappet head too hard and bend the tappet stern.

The head of the tnp tappet (which is the part actually struck by the tnp pin) is normally made of urethane. Several
design changes have taken place over the years to create a head that will absorb the impact of being struck ac high
speed without shattering. Once damage occurs to the head ot the tnp tappet, sufficient force cannot be transmitted
to the rest of the mechanism to close the tnp and throttle valve. Binding will happen if the urethane head swells
from a chemical reaction with turbine oil (older tappets). Binding may also occur if the tappet stern is bent from
excess impact, caused by a maladjusted tnp pin. Swelling of the tnp tappet head, or 2 bent stem may prevent
resetting the mechanical overspeed tnp mechanism.

The vendor recommends adjusting the overspeed tnp linkage spring to 28 -32 lbs tension when measured in the
direction of linkage travel. If the spring tension is weak, a tnp may not occur. Too much spnng tension may
accelerate wear of the tnp mechanism, and cause premature turbine tnps.

Governor Valve: The fundamental problem associated with the governor vaive is degraded response times, which
aiiow overspeed tnps. This is pnmanly caused by a degraded valve stem or a degraded linkage between the
governor and the governor valve. Either situation can cause the turbine to overspeed. Tne linkage, for this report,
shall be considered part of the governor valve.

Bmdine of the governor valve causes a loss of the ability to maintain speed control of the turbine. Corroded or beat
valve stems can drag against the governor valve packing. The research indicates that stem corrosion has two
pnmary sources: leakage of the steam supply isolation vaJve. and scale build-up from penodic testing. Since the
turbines are infrequently operated, the presence of steam during the time between monthly pump tests can corrode
the valve stem. This condition can result from leaking isolation valves, which piace the valve stem in a consistently
hot, wet environment. The scale build-up then tends to drag on the vaive packing, increasing wear on the packing
and degrading governor valve response. In extreme cases binding can result in buckling of the valve stern, [n
addition, vaive stesa scale can also cause erratic behavior of the governor valve. Design basis conditions for the
steam supply can cause pressures as low as 105 psig. The capability of operating at such low- pressures leads to the
tendency for very rapid accelerations at normal steam supply pressures. Normal iniet steam pressure < iOOO psis>
is capabie of accelerating the turbine at approximately 2000 rpm/sec. Therefore, any binding of the governor valve
may result in an overspeed tnp.



Governor: Degraded governor response may be caused primarily by worn or improperly adjusted concroi oil valves
inside the governor, drift in the settings of electronic controller boards, or contaminated control oil. Improperly
adjusted valves can result in sluggish, erratic, or unstable governor responses. Too much restriction in the valve
pens prevents tfce governor from responding to load changes in an acceptable manner

The electronic governors currently in use are analog devices. .As such these devices are subject to set point dnft
fapprox. 15% of the reported governor problems). In general, it can be seen that calibration of the governor is not
a requirement of the plant technical specifications. Therefore, calibrations are not always done with regularity or
on a timely schedule.

Additionally, probleais can result from the accumulation of contaminants in the governor oil. These contaminants
can be waiter, p&rticulate, degraded oil additives, and/or dirt. Oil contamination can come from several sources:
worn bearings, contaminants introduced at the time the oil was put m the turbine, poor house keeping dunng
maintenance, left over machine filings from manufacturing, tur'-ne wear (electronic governor systems), buildup
from infrequent changes, clogged filters, &tc. Recent problems at several utilities also indicate that contaminated
control oil may cause the governor response to be too slow to control turbine starts. The eiectnc governors (EG
series) are particularly susceptible to this phenomena. This is because the governor control oil is suppfoed from the
turbine lubricating oil sump. Therefore contamination of one system leads to contamination of both systems. These
contaminants may accumulate on any surface that is normally m contact with the oil.

Tne quality of the oil used in the governor is critical to proper governor function. Supplement 2 to NRC
Information N'otice 86-14 clearly demonstrates performance degradation due to dirty oil. For purposes of this report
d;.rty oil will be called contaminated oil.

Water contamination has two primary sources: Leaking oil coolers, and leaking steam seals. Once steam has leaked
past tim shaft seals it can condense and contaminate the control oil. For EG systems the shaft seals most affected
are the turbine shaft seals. For mechanical (PG) type governors leakage past the governor dnve shaft is the most
probable path of steam leakage.

Water in the control oil of the governor can create rust inside the governor. Rust clogs orifices, causing the
governor to respond poorly. Waiter m the control oil also tends to change the viscosity of the control oii. and thus
changing the operating characteristics of the governor.

Many times the root cause of a problem is not determined. 5mce this is a safety system, its failure may put the
plant in a Limiting Condition of 'Operation (LCO). The system must be returned to operation within a certain period
i typically 72 hours), or the plant must be shut down. Therefore, the entire governor assembly may be replaced.
and the root cause never determined.

4.© Cojichasioiras

The aging study of turbine pump drives is ongoing. The data evaluated to date indicate an increase m turbine
reliability m recent years. Demand failures are decreasing and more problems are being found dunng
inspection, testing. Experience and education appear to have a major part in these positive trends. With proper
maintenance the turbine can be a reiiab'e part of nuclear plant safety systems.

5.0 Recomimieiiidatioms

Three areas are particularly important to enhancing turbine system reliability:

• Periodically perform complete chemical analysis of turbine and governor Oil. This will reveal the presence of
contaminants and/or oil degradation. Tne experience of each utility should be used to determine a time penoci



that v/iil increase reliability (for example, annual or semi-annual analysts).

• Calibrate governors on a regular basjs. Currently. this is not a requirement m the plant technical operating
specifications.

• Periodically venfy overspeed tnp operation by manually taking the turbine to oveirspeed to venfy the function
of the mechanical overspeed tnp mechanism. This is a vendor recommendation, and will give a positive
indication tfa.il the entire mechanical overspeed tnp mechanism is properly functioning.
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We will examine the following topics
in this presentation:

• Background

• Methodology

• Findings

• Conclusions

• Recommendations
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What indicated that there
were turbine problems?

Davis Besse ioss of feedwater event

January 30, 1989 - Failure to Trip at
Ranoho Seco

NUREG/CR 5404 Auxiliary Feedwater
System Aging Study
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The turbine actually consists of
six major groups or components
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We will examine the following topics
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There are three basic sources of
information for this study:

Visited operating facility during outage to
witness turbine repair

Visited/discussed turbine/governor design
& performance with vendors
and industry contacts.
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Failure Narratives Were Reviewed
and the Following

Parameters were Assigned

• Method of Discovery

• Component Group

• Subcomponent
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Most Problems are Discovered During Testing and Operation

Routine/Incidental
Observation

(11.6%)

Maintenance (3.8%)

Inspection (74%)

Audiovisual Alarm (2.9%)

447 Separate Events
from 1984 to 1990

Demand



Most "Turbine" problems
actually relate to the speed control
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The data indicate that speed control
problems account for the majority

of the turbine problems

Other (28.3%)

•'r'-iL'.-JM.'-r.v.'— Jj.'~;.:r.-^s^r-u—.r..^,; ^ * < .

(71.7%) Speed Control
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Preliminary Breakdown of Failure Causes

(speed control system)

Other (23.5%)-x^

Unknown (14.8%)

Broken (8.3%)

Adjustment (17.0%)

Lube Problems (12.6%)

Binding (10,4%)

Wear (13.5%)
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Demand Failures Have Dramatically
Decreased in 5 Years
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We will examine the following topics

in this presentation:

Conclusions
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Conclusions

Education and Experience are paying
off in reduced demand failures

The Turbine can he a reliable
piece of safety equipment

The Quality and Regularity of
Preventive Maintenance is important
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We will examine the following topics
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Recommendations

Perform periodic chemical analysis
of turbine/governor oil

Calibrate governors on regular basis

Verify overs peed trip operation by
manual trip of turbine
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